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German War was in progress, and in January 1871 they agreed to revive
the medieval names Reich and Kaiser.
The southern states were very reluctant to lose their sovereign
independence. To placate King Ludwig of Bavaria the Emperor was
called Deutscher Kaiser instead of Kaiser von Deutschland; and Bavaria
was allowed to keep its own military uniforms and postal system.
N3.—Alsace-Lorraine was not annexed by Prussia, but became
" Reichsland."
No. 65.—EFFECTS OF FRANCO-GERMAN WAR.
prussia. King became German Emperor. The German Empire
acquired Alsace-Lorraine.
france. Lost Alsace-Lorraine; had to pay a heavy indemnity;
became a Republic.
italy. Took advantage of withdrawal of the French garrison to
get possession of Rome.
The Pope retired into the Vatican rather than recognise the authority
of Victor Emmanuel, and his successors did not set foot outside it until
1932.
russia. Took advantage of France being hors de combat to repudiate
the Black Sea clauses of the Peace of Paris (§ 131). Britain could not
refuse, but " saved her face " by calling a Conference of the Powers
in London, which sanctioned what Russia had already done.
Russia threatened Austria, if Austria attacked Prussia—and Bismarck
thus drew yet another dividend from his investment over the Polish
insurrection (§ 137).
britain. The Gladstone Ministry insisted on both Powers under-
taking to respect the neutrality of Belgium.
Public opinion was at first on the side of the Germans, owing to
hostility to Napoleon III; but it veered round in sympathy with the
struggles of the young Republic.
No. 66.—FAMOUS SAYINGS OF THE PERIOD.
(i) From the charnel-house of the Vienna cabinet a pestilential air
breathes on us, which dulls our nerve and paralyses the flight of our
spirit.
Kossuth in the Hungarian Diet at Prague on 3rd March 1848—in the
speech that was the starting-point of the Hungarian and Austrian
revolutions.
•  (2) Prussia is henceforth absorbed in Germany.   (" Preussen geht
fortan in Deutschland atff.")
Frederick William. IV's phrase when accepting, in March 1848, the
Pan-German ideal—which he afterwards repudiated.
(3) I will not stoop to pick a crown out of the gutter !
Frederick William's expression when refusing the Imperial Crown
of Germany offered him by the Frankfort Parliament, April 1849.

